
Handi Quilter Classroom, Demo & Pre-Owned Machine Deals! 

HQ Simply Sixteen $4,895/$5,995* 

(MSRP $7,895/$8,995) Warranty transfer. Demo Machine.  

Don’t let space restrictions dictate what you can  

create! Combined with the HQ Little Foot Frame™ system, 

the HQ Simply Sixteen enables any quilter, beginner to  

advanced, to finish any size quilt without the 

space requirements of a conventional frame system. *OR, 

purchase this machine with a NEW Studio 2 frame for a  

larger space and larger quilts. 

HQ Amara 20 w/12ft Studio Frame $9,500 

(MSRP $13,495) Warranty transfer. Pre-owned machine.  

Pre-loved machine needs a new home. New in 2019, this 

machine has a very low stitch count and is still under war-

ranty. INCLUDES Quilt from the back kit (MSRP $1,000) and 

ton of accessories—feet, ruler base, etc. This machine 

won’t last! Local delivery/set-up available for an additional 

charge. Call for details. 

 
Save $7,495 off MSRP on an Amara with a Pro-Stitcher! 

HQ Amara 20 w/10ft Studio Frame $8,500/

$17,995* 

(MSRP $13,495/$25,490) Our Studio Amara has been a demo 

and classroom machine. New in 2017, it has less than 150 

hours of use. *Purchase the machine with or without the 

Pro-Stitcher! Machine warranty will be extended 1-year by 

dealer at no charge. Machine is serviced before pick-up.  

Local delivery/set-up is available for an additional charge. 

Initial in-store training is FREE. 

Benefits of purchasing your pre-owned/demo machine from Sew Inspired 

We’ve been a Handi-Quilter dealer since 2007 and have won the HQ Way award for 14 years which  

recognizes our superior service and education. When you buy your machine from us, you have access to our 

HQ trained technician and exclusive class opportunities. 

 

* All sales final; “Cash & Carry” prices do not include CT State Sales Tax. 

 



HQ Forte 24! $10,995/$19,995* 

(MSRP $15,495/$27,990) Our Studio Forte has been used to quilt  

customer quilts. New in 2019, it has less than 900 hours of use.  

Purchase the machine with or without the Pro-Stitcher! We drop ship 

the NEW Gallery frame to you and transfer the  

remaining warranty. Set-up is available for an  

additional charge. Initial in-store training is FREE. 

 

 

 

 

* All sales final; “Cash & Carry” prices do not include CT State Sales Tax; Set-up charges apply. 
Stitch machines are manufactured by Janome for Handi Quilter. 

Studio Forte 24 for Sale! 

With NEW Gallery Frame ● With or Without Pro-Stitcher 

Janome DC2014 Machine $300* 
The Janome DC2014 has the features you need to complete any project. Fifty 

stitches, including three buttonholes, give essential variety for your diverse 

sewing needs. You'll also find a variety of easy convenience features, including 

an auto-lock button, easy reverse, and a speed control slider. The DC 2014 also 

features the stability and dependability you expect only from a high end ma-

chine, allowing you to sew with precision and confidence. These machines 

were used periodically in our classroom for Learn to Quilt classes. Original 

MSRP was $549. Great for a youth, new sewist, or as a travel/retreat machine! 

Classroom Sewing Machines! 

HQ Stitch 710 $1,999* 

(MSRP $3,495) Gently used floor model; Just serviced by technician. Loaded 

with features quilters demand, this is the machine to take your projects to 

the next level. 170 built-in stitches up to 9 mm wide, stitching speeds up 

to 1,000 SPM, 11″ of space to the right of the needle, and an ergonomic knee 

presser-foot lift. Includes 1-hour in-store private training session.  

HQ Stitch 510 $1,000* 

(MSRP $1,495) Practically brand new—used once for educator training; full war-

ranty. The HQ Stitch 510 is a must-have for every serious quilter. This powerful,  

high-speed straight stitch machine boasts a nearly 9″ x 6″ workspace, stitching 

speeds up to 1,600 stitches-per-minute, an automatic thread cutter, an easy 

needle threader, and an ergonomic knee presser-foot lift.  

Includes 1-hour in-store private training session.  


